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ECON 4918: ECONOMICS OF CONFLICT
EXAM 2014

QUESTION 1. (40 points)

Part A.

Consider the basic model in the article “On the Salience of Ethnic Conflict” (AER 2008) by Joan
Esteban and Debraj Ray.

(i) What is the main question the authors attempt to deal with in this paper? What are their main
findings? Answer in the context of equilibrium outcomes of the model: ethnic conflict, class
conflict and peace (which is more likely, etc.).

(ii) Take the case of class conflict. The paper claims that the following must hold: np > σp. Here
np is the population mass of the poor and nr = 1− np is that of the rich. Also, σk ≡ Ak

Ak+Al
where

group k is fighting group l. Derive this condition np > σp starting from the problem of expected
payoff maximization from class conflict. Recall, in a class conflict, group i chooses activists Ai in
order to maximize:
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where yi is the per–capita income of group i (i = p, r) and C is the class budget.

Part B.

(i) Describe (in a few words only) the notion of polarization and what it is supposed to capture. Is
this concept distinct from the notion of inequality?

(ii) Recall the Dalton transfer principle in the context of inequality. Does this principle apply to
polarization? In other words, if one can move from an initial distribution to another by means of
regressive transfers only, can we necessarily say something about the change in polarization?

QUESTION 2. (30 points)

This problem is based on the article titled “Commodity Price Shocks and Civil Conflict: Evidence
from Colombia” (RES 2013) by O. Dube and J. Vargas.

(i) What is the main question which is investigated in this paper? Discuss the two possible the-
oretical linkages between income shocks and conflict. In which sectors (capital intensive/ labor
intensive, resources/agriculture) would you expect one or the other to dominate?

(ii) How do they account for the international coffee prices being potentially endogenous? Does
the same concern apply to oil prices?

(iii) Look at Table V (attached). What does the lack of significance in column 1 of Panel A
suggest? Now focus on Panel C (columns (2) to (5)). What do these regressions suggest? What do
you conclude from the sign and significance of these (interaction term) coefficients?
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QUESTION 3. (30 points)

This problem is based on the article “Crime induced poverty traps” by Mehlum et al (JDE 2005).

(i) What are the core issues studied in this paper? Answer in relation to the linkages between
modern sector growth and crime growth and the existence of the poverty trap.

(ii) Take the case of public employment programs. Consider the case when these public workers
are completely unproductive and have to be paid a wage equal to the workers in the modern firms.
Focus on the the scenario where modern firms operate but not the susbsistence sector and there are
some criminals (regime 3). Would firms in this regime agree to pay the wages for these completely
unproductive public workers? Why or why not?
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependent variables: Coca Guerrilla attacks
Paramilitary 

attacks Clashes Casualties

Coffee int. x log coffee price 0.072 -0.082 -0.097** -0.690*** -0.611

(0.061) (0.245) (0.046) (0.255) (0.706)
Oil production  x log oil price -0.323 -0.633 0.908*** -0.423 -0.089

(0.647) (2.116) (0.134) (1.147) (4.116)

Observations 7,824 7,824 7,824 7,824 7,824

Coffee int. x log coffee price - -0.605** -0.158*** -0.679*** -1.720*

- (0.249) (0.060) (0.236) (0.931)
Oil production  x log oil price - 0.700 0.722*** 0.247 1.781

- (1.361) (0.153) (0.671) (2.053)

Observations 17,604 17,604 17,604 17,604

Coffee int. x log coffee price - -0.349** -0.132** -0.314*** -0.667**

- (0.139) (0.052) (0.100) (0.324)
Oil production  x log oil price - 0.568 0.630*** 0.100 1.258

- (1.444) (0.053) (0.728) (1.932)

Observations 13,428 13,428 13,428 13,428

Table V

Panel A: Testing the coca substitution hypothesis

Panel B: Controlling for coca intensity interacted with year effects

Panel C: Removing every coca municipality 

Notes.   Standard errors clustered at the department level are shown in parentheses. Variables not shown in all specifications include municipality fixed 
effects, year fixed effects, log of population, and linear trends by region. The interaction of the internal coffee price with coffee intensity is
instrumented by the interaction of the coffee export volume of Brazil, Vietnam and Indonesia with rainfall, temperature, and the product of rainfall and 
temperature. The dependent variable in column (2) of Panel A is the amount of coca cultivated in each municipality. The effect of the coffee
interaction on this outcome variable indicates whether there is greater substitution toward coca planting in response to coffee price shocks. In this
coca regression, the sample period is restricted to the years for which coca data is available: 1994 and 1999-2005. Columns (2)-(5) in Panel A examine
the relationship between conflict outcomes and the coffee and oil price shocks for this sub-sample of years. These regressions also control for trends
by municipalities cultivating coca in 1994. Panel B includes the interaction of 1994 coca intensity with year dummies as an alternative approach to
controlling for coca when examining effects on conflict outcomes. Panel C removes the set of municipalities that were recorded as cultivating coca
during any year of the coca sample. *** is significant at the 1% level, ** is significant at the 5% level, * is significant at the 10% level. 

Accounting for Coca


